Nasty letter from Star's grandma...BS's mother
----- Forwarded Message ---From: starnmichelle
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Subject: Fw: Letter from Grandma
Star R. Scott II
---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Star and Linda:
Since I decided to write this letter, I am feeling better and had no trouble sleeping last
night. My problem was not about your dad - it was over this whole MESS you
started. I simply could not believe
you could do such an ugly thing.
Your dad repented meny long years ago and was forgiven by GOD
and everyone else connected with his sin, now let's talk about your sin.
First for lyiing about doing all you've done "out of love".
I'm sure that no one you sent those letters to believe you did that VILE
thing out of love. VILE per the dictionary means miserable, mean, wretched,
contemptible, unworthy, filthy, foul, nasty, EVIL, immoral
and wicked - yet it was the only word I could think of when I learned
how many people you had hurt. Perhaps me more than anyone else,
because I could never believe you would do such a thing.
How could you dare to hurt poor Lori and put her through all that
misery when she has always been so pro-Star?What possible reason did you have for
sending one to my brother Tommy? Does the word VILE fit?
I feel better now after hearing from Tommy, Dave, Steve, Jeff , Timmie and people
from the church saying how ridiculous of you to claim you did this out of love. None
of them want anything to do with you, ever, until you are the one to repent.
You wanted to ruin your dad's reputation and make the church crumble around him,
but Starbaby, your sinful plot backfired on you - - you are
the one that nobody wants to associate with until you wake up, pray for God's
forgiveness and become once again the kid we all loved so dearly
I do not want nor need any more grief; so won't be staying in touch while things
remain as they are.
Grandma

